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Company introduction

KEWO ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ( hereinafter called KEWO ) is a professional manufacturer of kinds of AC drives, variable 
frequency inverter, soft start, and solar pump inverter, etc. We are not only focus on designing, manufacturing, sales and after sales service for 
above mentioned products, but also providing custom made automation solution and renewable energy technologies.
We become top 10 manufacturer of frequency inverter since established 2005. 
There are more than 150 staffs working in our factor, 60% of them are engineers.
Thanks to our great R&D team hardworking and innovation, we mastered core and leading vector control technology for PMSM and IM. We also 
introduce and absorber latest servo motor control and motor control technology from aboard, that help us keep top position among Chinese 
manufactures.
We have established 2 modernization production lines, digital quality control system, code bar tracking system and EPR management system, 
etc. And every piece of KEWO products have been tested with full load to ensure 100% good quality. Quality begins and ends with each person 
in our company. 
KEWO products is comprised of high level AC drives, variable speed drive, frequency inverter, solar pump inverter with DC and AC input, etc. 
These products are widely using in industrial automation, cement, textile, metallurgy, HVAC, oil &gas, water treatment, chemical , machine tools, 
hoisting, agriculture, farming, irrigation…
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◇ KVF600/660 V/f general purpose drive

◇ leading technology ---Vector control AD series AC drive

◇ First technology of China—servo drive for spindle 

control 

◇ Advanced solar pump drive with MPPT

◇  Construction area covers about  15, 000 ㎡ of new 

factory 2015

◇  Sales turnover yearly increasing 40%, 15,000,000usd 

◇ Founded in 2010

◇ Top low voltage inverter provider in China;

◇ More  than 30 technical invention patent;

◇ More than 20 branch offices and service centres;

◇ 20 technical supporters and after sales staffs;

◇ Products are exported to more than 30 countries in Asia 

and Europe;

◇ In the next decade, KEWO will strive to become the  

leading provider of industrial automation products and 

system solutions.

V/F control
    (KVF600/KVF660) 
            >>Vector control
                          AD100/AD350/AD800/AD800S
                               >> servo Drive
                                         AS850Z/T
                                                   >>solar pump drive
                                                      sungreat  SG300/320

2010 2015
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◇ Chinese National High-Tech Enterprise

◇  Shenzhen Double Soft Enterprise

◇  Shenzhen Top 500 Growing Industrial 

Enterprise

◇  Chinese Top 10 National Brand in Electrical 

Industry 

◇  China Top 10 Satisfied Brand in Electrical 

Industry

◇  Member of Shenzhen High-Tech Industry    v   

Association

……

Honor
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Worldwide sales network. We have built branch 

offices, suboffices and customer service system 

in the core areas in order to promote industry 

automation  and control level. 

Steady growth in sales revenue. In 2015,  the 

sales revenue of  KEWO is 20,000,000USD.

Now  we will adopt more flexible, better support 

to partner in overseas market. 

1. Good quality with  better price.

2. Quick and strong after sales service.

3. O n s i t e  s e r v i c i n g  i n d u c i n g  t e c h n i c a l 

communication,

Repair training, application consulting…

4. OEM and custom made solution are avaiable

80%

7%
3%

8%

0.5%

中国

CHINA

南亚
SOUTH ASIA

东南亚
SOUTHEAST ASIA

西亚
WEST ASIA

美洲
AMERICA

1.5%

欧洲
EUROPE

Commercial Network
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KEWO products cover variable frequency inverter, servo drive system, solar pump inverter,  automation 

equipment and so on. Its products are widely used in many fields such as petroleum, chemical, ceramics, 

lifting, machine tools, metal products, wire and cable, plastic, printing and packaging, textile and 

chemical fiber, metallurgy, coal, municipal and more.

Solar Pump InverterServo DriveAC Drive, VFD Soft starter

 Product  
Introduction 
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Kewo hot selling products list
Products Input voltage and power Pictures Brief introduction

AD800 Series High 
Performance Vector 
Control Drive

1Ph, 220V, 0.4kw to 2.2kw.
3Ph, 220V, 0.75kw to 75kw
3Ph, 380V/660V/1140V,
0.75 to 630kw.

Drive for PMSM and IM
Accuracy speed and torque control for motor, 
multiple functions 
Sensorless vector control, sensor vector control with 
PG, VF control,
180% rated starting torque,
 big allowance IGBT module ,

AD100 Mini Economic 
Type AC Drive

1Phase, 220V, 0.4 to 1.5kw Adopt software platform as same as AD800, rich 
functions 
Mini and Economic type,
IPM iGBT

AD350 Mini Vector 
Control Drive

1 Ph 220V,0.4 to 2.2kw,
3 Ph,380V, 0.75 to 3.7kw

Mini drive with compact design 
Vector control and VF using the same software 
platform as AD800
IGBT module to ensure good quality 

Ad800S
Frequency Inverter For 
PMSM (servo drive) 

1Ph, 220V, 0.4kw to 2.2kw.
3Ph, 220V, 0.75kw to 75kw
3Ph, 380V/660V/1140V,
0.75 to 630kw.

Enhanced AD800 version, special for PMSM servo 
motor with sensorless or sensor control, Multiple 
protection function 
Rich functions, and flexible using
PG card built in controller board
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Products Input voltage and power Pictures Brief introduction
SD800 Seal 
Frequency 
Inverter (IP54)

220V (single-phase power) 0.4-2.2kW 
380V (three-phase power) 0.75-30kW 

sealed frequency inverter is enhanced version of AD800 
series frequency inverter, built in with IP54 protection grade. 
With excellent in anti-dust, water proof, anti-grease and anti-
corrosion properties

AS850 Z Servo 
Drive For PMSM 
Of IMM.

3 phase, 380V±15%, 2.2kw to 55kw Driving f or permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 
for energy saving. High energy saving, high power factor, 
quick response and high accuracy control, etc. 

AS850T Spindle 
Servo Drive For 
PMSM And IM

3 phase, 380V±15%, 2.2kw to 55kw Spindle servo drive for CNC, machining center, packing, 
textile, etc. high accuracy speed, torque and position control 
through close loop servo control

SG300 Solar 
Pump Drive
Or solar pump 
inverter 

1. 1 S (80V to 350VDC or 110VAC 
input, 3PH 110 to 220VAC output) 

2. 2. 2S ( 150V to 350VDC or 
220VAC input, 3PH 220 to 
240VAC output)

3. 4T ( 250V to 800VDC or 380VAC 
input, 3PH 380 to 460VAC output)

Fully automatic system using variable speed drive 
compatible with AC, 3-phase, submersible and surface 
mount pumps, and high efficiency PMSM Pumps. 2 
CPU design 
With MPPT, sensorless flow and generated flow 
measure, water tank detect and stop function, 
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S300/320 Vector Control 
Frequency Inverter (Motor 
AC Drives)

1 Ph 220V input,  0.75kw 
to 7.5kw 
3 PH 380v, 0.75kw to 
37kw

A dual mode design with optimized V/f control and open loop vector 
control ( OLV) without PG card to achieve sophisticated motor control, 
compatible with IM and PMSM.

EM-GJ3 Soft start (need 
match by pass contactor to 
work) 

1PH 220V+15% , 11kw to 
90kw
3 Ph AC380V, 480V, 
660V, 1140V±30%, 
0.75kw to 630kw

EM-GJ3 motor soft starter is a  traditional type motor starting and 
protection device that is integrated with power electronic technology, 
microprocessor and automatic control. It need match with by pass 
contactors working.

EM-GW Online Soft  
Starter( no need by pass 
contactor) 

220V+15% , 11kw to 
90kw
3 phase  AC380V, 480V, 
660V, 1140V±30%, 
0.75kw to 630kw

EM-GW online soft starter, Intelligent motor soft starter, the use of 
intelligent digital control, new generation technology applying, built in the 
by pass inside.  Perfect  motor protections, and multiple motor start 
mode. Compact design with minimum wiring.

GS3I online soft starter 
control panel

220V+15% , 11kw to 
90kw
3 phase  AC380V, 480V, 
660V, 1140V±30%, 
0.75kw to 630kw

EM-GS3I online soft starter panel, with new design and difference from 
traditional soft starter cabinet with install complete soft starter inside, 
multiple function with easy wiring and perfect motor protection function.

Accessories list:
1. PG card, keypad, keypad cable, electrical components of inverter… 
2.AC chock, DC cock, braking unit, braking resistor
3. Solar pump drive system parts such as solar arrays, AC pumps, solar cells parts… 
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 KEWO products is comprised of high level AC drives, solar pump system and soft starter, etc, which are 
widely using in industrial automation, cement, textile, metallurgy, HVAC, oil & gas, water treatment, chemical, 
machine tools, hoisting…

Application sites showing of KEWO Drives
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Holding the spirit of “Innovation is the 

lifeblood of an enterprise”, KEWO established 

profound technical cooperation with renowned 

universities and research institutions. KEWO 

will provide customers with more stable, 

efficient and energy-saving innovative products.

◇  High quality R&D team members with 20 years of 

electrical control industry experience; 

◇  Strong R&D team with more than 20 sophisticated 

members;

◇  Owns more than 30 technical patents;

◇  Devote 10% of sales to research and development.

R&D
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◇  Established spraying lines, assembly lines, 

testing lines, packing lines, high temperature and 

room temperature aging chambers and advanced 

production testing equipments. 

◇ Adopt ERP, digital manage system, tracking bar 

code system to improve the efficiency.

◇ Stable and skillful worker, 2/3 workers have 

worked KEWO more than 3 years.

◇ 200 units drives that power  from 0.75 to 45kw 

day producing is available.

Manufacturing 
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Quality first:  procurement, design, manufacturing and other sectors are in strict 

accordance with the ISO9001 quality management system requirements. 

Quality begin to ends with each Person at Kewo. We have established advanced inverters 

testing system with digital EPR control, auto testing facilities. 

Every inverters have been tested with full load of motor to ensure good quality.

Quality Control
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Two English speaking 

engineers to provide 

support. 

40 
More than 20 branch offices;  

Dozens of partners in Asia, 

Europe, and Africa.

24 Provide technical support and 

service within 24 hours.

24 months guarantee 

8
2

Rapid response; 

Provide specific solutions 

within 8 hours.

Service and Support 
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National Brand Revitalizing

       Infinite Technology Innovating

KEWO ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 
ADD: 3 FLOOR, BLOCK 8, ST GEORGE INDUSTRIAL PARK, XINYU, ROAD, 
SHAJING, BAO'AN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, CHINA. 
TEL: 86-755-23283620, FAX: 86-23283620,Ph. 86-13725501611
Service@kewodrive.com,

Thank  you


